










(see  17/464).  The  photos  of  sets  1-3  are  essentially  the
same as those in MCS; the No.5 has 3 layers of parts, two of
which look as if  they may be like those in the No.3.  Also
listed are the previously unrecorded linking sets 1A & 2A,
and the Catalogue Nos. for all these sets are 1, 1A, 2, 2A, 3,
& 5.

The  Catalogue  No.4  is  the  METALCRAFT set  (see
14/393), and No.6 is the  PIONEER set (17/466). So these
two sets were definitely from the VOGUE stable, and they
were on general sale, and not, at least at that point, special
sets  created  for  a  particular  customer.  Also  though  very
similar to one another, they existed at the same time. From
the Cat. Nos., METALCRAFT may have come first. As might
be expected the wholesale prices of the two sets were very
similar,  96/-  per  dozen  for  METALCRAFT,  &  100/-  for
PIONEER. Thus they fell between the No.1 set at 64/6 & the
No.2 at 136/-. Nos. 3 & 5 were 185/- & 257/-.

The Supplementary Spare Parts Sets 1-5 mentioned in
OSN 17 are listed; their contents are given and are as in
MCS.

The  maker  is  given  on  the  Catalogue  as  Cascelloid,
Abbey Lane, Leicester, Division of The British Xylonite Company
Limited. Their offices & showrooms were at 9 Conduit Steet,
Mayfair, London, W1, and 7 Pall Mall, Manchester 2.

METALCRAFT [2]: S1; PIONEER: S1; VOGUE: S1 [28/814]

9. From  Clive  Weston,  details  of  a  PRIMUS  Set  B,
apparently  unused,  the  first  ever  reported  sighting  (see
24/712). It is in a blue box, 9¾*7¼*¾", with the label below.
The  contents  are:
6,4,2 of 5,6,11h Strips;
2 each of 6*6h Plates,
Architraves,  158"  Wire
Stays,  &  Wood Slips;
5x 1" Loose Pulleys; a
3½" Axle with Tapped
Ends (#167); 12 A/Bs;
17 N&B. No sign of a
Tool of any sort. 

Most of the parts are held in slits in a red backing card,
but the A/Bs & N&B are within triangular partitions in two of
the box’s corners.

The model leaflet is the one described in OSN 24. Some
of the ‘B’ models in it would need parts not in the Set: a Fast
Pulley or Axle Stops to locate a Loose one; a Crank Handle;
and longer Bolts for the Loose Pulleys, if they were to run
freely.

With  the  Set  was  a  leaflet  listing  the  full  range  of
PRIMUS sets. The ‘C’ outfit is illustrated and its packaging is
in  the  same style  as  that  of  the  ‘B’.  The  extra  ‘C’  parts
appear to be in line with the details given in OSN 24 except
that  the  Set  has  4  Fast  1"  Pulleys  &  one Loose  one.  A
Screwdriver, a Crank Handle, & 2 Axles can also be seen.

The  Leaflet  is  undated  but  from  David  Hobson’s
PRIMUS book (see 20/583) it seems likely to be from 1923
or  1924,  and  the  ‘A’  set,  price  1/6,  may  have  been  the
unidentified outfit from 1923 mentioned on p25.

PRIMUS ENGINEERING: S1     [28/814]

10. From Don Redmond. STABIL Flanged Pulleys have two
different styles of boss (both on the inside of course). One is
the usual stubby cylindrical type with very small peening; the
other is thin, with a rounded edge to the free end, and held
in position in the disc by a crimped-on wire ring.

STABIL: S1     [28/814]

11. On ERECTOR Bolts, Don Redmond mentioned 3 types:
1) Gilbert MECCANO, with what he calls a ‘button’ head, 5.8
to 6.1mm Ø, the edge almost rounded in at the margin (like
antique shoe buttons). 2) Duplex standard or large headed,
7.5  to  7.8mm  Ø,  3mm  deep.  The  large  head,  needed
because of the ¼" holes in the Duplex parts, is prominently
round. 3) Medium headed, 6 to 6.9mm Ø, under 3mm deep,
with a rather wide slot, apparently forged rather than sawcut
as the sides of the slot may slope.

ERECTOR: S1     [28/814]

QUERIES     [28/814]

Query 28  from 27/803. Some STRUCTO parts are now to
hand and the groove in the Axles is vee shaped, with the
apex  angle rather  greater  than  90°.  The depth is  hard  to
measure accurately and varies a little from part to part but is
probably between .5 & .7mm. The Crank Handle & Crank-
shaft are also grooved.

Query 29  What colour (or colours) is STABIL Cord?

MYSTERY PARTS      [28/814]

No.51  from  Don  Redmond.  A  19h  A/G,  with  a  15mm
slotted arm, the other 12½mm, & the hole pitch is 12.7mm.
The metal  is  only  .55mm thick  and it  has a  very marked
curve, perhaps 2mm radius, at the bend., It is painted, rather
badly, bright green.

No.52  More  from  Don.  Parts  similar  to  JUNIOR
MECHANIC (see 12/327) but both sides of the Wheels are
nicely enamelled red, and both sides of the Flanged Plates
are also painted. The ends of the Strips & A/Bs are rounded.

SMALL ADS     [28/814]

For Sale. Large collections of  TRIX & FISCHER TECHNIC.
Details  from  Ivor  Ellard,  44  Well  Lane,  Galleywood,
Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 8QZ; phone 01245 269830; email
ellard@nildram.co.uk.

Wanted.  Any metal  nut  &  bolted  together  constructional
car or other vehicle kits, or any parts identified or not, ie
wheels,  axles,  chassis,  steering  gear,  mudguards,  wings,
clockwork  motors,  etc.  Anything  &  everything  in  any
condition  considered.  Also  boxes,  instruction  manuals
(copies  if  you  don’t  want  to  part  with  originals),  or  any
information at all.

Please call Gary on 01635 200460 before 8pm or email
me at gary2car@aol.com.
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